A robust human T-cell culture method suitable for monitoring CD8+ and CD4+ T-cell responses from cancer clinical trial samples.
Many tumor antigenic determinants have been identified and included in cancer clinical trials. Due to low T-cell frequencies even after vaccination, few T-cell responses can be revealed ex vivo without in vitro stimulation. Various expansion protocols have been employed for this purpose and the outcomes tend to be quite variable, partly due to the high complexity involved in the protocols. Here we systematically studied various common culture conditions including sera, cytokines and feeders and describe a reliable "bulk" culture method that is robust, simpler and more economical. We demonstrated that fetal calf serum (FCS) supported T-cell proliferation better than multiple commercially available pooled human AB sera. IL-2 is critical in our cultures, but IL-7, IL-15 and anti-CTLA-4 in combination with IL-2 did not further enhance T-cell expansion. We typically achieve more than a 40-fold expansion within a 10-day culture period for antigen-specific T cells measured by HLA-peptide tetramer before and after culture. This method was not only validated by multiple operators as a standard operating procedure for monitoring T-cell responses but was also successfully used for discovering novel CD8+ and CD4+ T cells specific to previously unknown epitopes from the NY-ESO-1 tumor antigen.